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heavy object together). However, the cortical response to new stimuli is influenced by ongoing 48 activity in the same neural substrate (Silvanto et al., 2008) . We can thus expect that temporal and 49 spatial overlap of the neural processes subtending AE and AO produces functionally relevant 50 interaction. 51
Material and methods 90

Subjects 91
A total of 64 healthy naive volunteers took part in the study (31 males; mean age 24.3, SD 2.1). 10 92 subjects (mean age 29.3, SD: 5.1) participated in the Electromyography (EMG) study and the 93 remaining 54 (mean age 25, SD: 1.7 participated in the Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) 94 studies. 21 (mean age 22.8, SD: 2.0) subjects took part in the main TMS experiment, 21 (mean age 95 24.8, SD: 1.7) in the first TMS control and 12 (mean age 23.5, SD: 2.6) in second TMS control 96 experiment. None of the subjects participated in more than one experiment. All subjects were 97 right-handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971 ). Participants 98 were informed about the experimental procedure and gave their written consent according to the 99 resting on a pillow. First, subjects learned to perform the two actions (i.e. a whole-hand movement 108 in the direction of closing or opening the hand) and keep the final posture for at least 3s. Once the 109 participant successfully managed to do the task, the recording session started. Each trial began 110 with the presentation of a fixation cross (size: 4° of visual angle) at the center of the screen. After 3 111 s, the fixation cross was replaced by a color-filled circle (diameter: 8° of visual angle) at the center 112 of the screen. The color (green/red, counterbalanced across subjects) indicated the type of task to 113 perform (hand opening or closing) and prompted the start of the action. Participants were asked to 114 keep a steady posture for 5 s, until the appearance of the fixation cross which duration was 3 s to 115 avoid muscle fatigue ( Figure 2B ). Participants completed 20 trials for each of the two actions. The 116 duration of the experiment was about 15 min. The task was implemented in E-Prime Software (E-117 Prime 2.0, Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). 118 EMG signal was recorded through a wireless EMG system (Zerowire EMG, Aurion, Italy) with a 119 tendon-belly montage (Figure 2A ). Electrode locations for both muscles were based on previous 120 literature ( Bickerton et al., 1997) . EMG traces were digitized (2 kHz) and acquired by a CED Micro 121
Results 156
The level of FDS muscle activation was similar between the two actions. The permutation test 157 yielded no significant difference between the conditions in each time bin (in Supplementary 158 materials 1). This result demonstrated that the FDS muscle was equally recruited in both tasks. The 159 level of EDC muscle activation was significantly different between the two conditions (FDR-160 corrected for multiple comparisons across time points, Figure 2C ). Following these results, we 161 confirmed the selection of the FDS muscle to investigate the modulation of the CSP in the main 162 TMS study. 
Main TMS experiment 169
Stimuli 170
The visual stimuli consisted of short video clips of 3 s, previously used in another study 171 (Finisguerra et al., 2015) . Each movie showed the lateral view (thumb-index finger side) of a right-172 hand opening or closing of all fingers. Video clips had a resolution of 720x576 pixels and were 173 displayed in the center of a 17" computer screen (1024×768 pixels; refresh rate, 60 Hz) at distance of 174 57 cm from participants' frontal plane. All videos had a uniform gray background ( figure 3A) . 175 static hand closing/opening posture, with the concurrent observation of a hand closing/opening 179 action. Importantly, in the EMG study, the FDS muscle was shown to be equally recruited while 180 attaining the two different postures of interest (opened and closed hand). The muscle choice was 181 driven by the need to prevent any modulation of CSP duration due by pre-TMS muscle activity. Subjects sat on the same armchair of the EMG study and were asked to maintain the same arm 187 posture. During the study participants were asked to do the same task as in the EMG study (i.e. 188 keeping a static hand opening and closing posture). Here we additionally asked to maintain a 189 constant level of FDS muscle activity (30% of maximal contraction) throughout the static hand 190 posture part of the action. The muscular activation level was constantly monitoring, by the 191 experimenter, via online data visualization. Before the experimental session, they underwent an 192 initial training phase to familiarize with the task and learn how to execute the task and maintain 193 the correct level of FDS contraction (using EMG visual feedback). Once the participant successfully 194 achieved the desired level of EMG activity, we moved to the TMS mapping procedure and motor 195 threshold assessment (see TMS and EMG section). 196
During the experimental protocol, trials began by the presentation of a fixation cross (4° of visual 197 angle) at the center of the screen. After 3 s, the fixation cross was replaced by a colored circle 198 (green/red, counter-balanced across subjects; diameter, 8° of visual angle), indicating the action to 199 perform (hand opening/closing) and acting as a GO-signal. The video-clip appeared 2 s after the 200 appearance of the circle. Participants were asked to keep the static hand posture, in a state of tonic 201
In other words, AE started before AO and persisted until the end of AO. Inter-trial interval was set 203 to 3s. Four experimental conditions were tested (2 video-clips stimuli x 2 hand actions), each 204 containing 20 trials, for a total of 80 trials. For each condition, TMS was delivered in 75% of the 205 trials to reduce predictability. In TMS trials, a single-pulse was released at 90% of the observed 206 action in the video-clip, corresponding to the time preceding maximal (hand opening) or minimal 207 (hand closing) aperture (as in Finisguerra et al., 2015; Figure 3B ). To ensure subjects' attention to 208 video-clips, a question was displayed in 8 randomly trials. The question prompted them to 209 verbally report if the last observed action was the same as the previously observed one. 210
Participants had no time limit to give their answer. 211
In addition, 30 baseline trials consisted in the presentation of a static and uniform grey screen, for 212 the same duration of the video-clip stimuli. In this case, the trial timeline was the same as 213 previously described, with TMS pulses released at the same point in time. Participants were 214 requested to perform the same action execution tasks. Experimental and baseline trials were 215 presented in a fully randomized order. The total duration of the experiment, including training 216 and TMS mapping procedure never exceeded 45 min. The task was implemented in E-Prime 217
Software (E-Prime 2.0, Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). 218 219 _________ 220 Italy) and analogous tendon-belly montage as in the EMG study. EMG data, collected from 300 ms 235 before to 3 s after the TMS pulse, was, digitized (2 kHz) by a CED micro1401 board and stored on a 236 PC for offline analysis (Signal 3.09 software; Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). The 237 TMS stimulus intensity was set at 120% of the rMT and ranged from 50% to 65% (mean = 57%; SD 238 = 5.45%) of the maximum stimulator output. This intensity is considered appropriate to investigate 239 
Analyses 242
We first verified that the activation of FDS was comparable for the two actions. We rectified the 243 EMG signal and computed the RMS in time bins of 50 ms over the 0.3 s preceding the TMS pulses. 244
Since the data was not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk Test p < 0.01), we performed non-245 parametric statistics. A two-tailed permutation test (corrected for multiple comparisons across 246 time bins by controlling the FDR) was employed, to verify if a difference emerged in the phases 247 leading to the magnetic stimulation. Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). CSP data were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk Test 258 p>0.05), we thus performed parametric statistics. 259
The first analysis on CSP was run on baseline trials (i.e. containing action execution without action 260 observation). We compared opening and closing actions trials via paired-samples two-tailed t-tests 261 comparisons. This analysis was implemented to measure any potential effect of execution in 262 absence of actions observation. The second analyses evaluated the modulation of action execution 263 effects by the concurrent action observation. We run a 2×2 within-subjects repeated measures 264 ANOVAs, with factor Action Execution (two levels, hand opening and closing) and Action 265
Observation (two levels, hand opening and closing), with CSP as dependent variable. Finally, a 2×2 266 within-subjects repeated measures ANOVAs was run on the ratio between the un-transformed 267 CSP length during AO and baseline trials. This latter analysis was run to further investigate the 268 direction of modulation with respect to AE-only. Partial eta-squared was used as a measure of 269 effect size and, in case of a significant interaction, we run Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons. All 270 parametric analyses were run with STATISTICA 9 (StatSoft, Inc.) while non-parametric analyses 271 were run by using MATLAB (MATLAB R2013a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2000).
Results 274
The amount of pre-TMS EMG activity of the FDS muscle was comparable during the execution of 275 hand opening and closing ( Figure 3C ). The permutation test showed that there was no significant The 2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA on the ratio between mean raw CSP duration during AO+AE 295
and Baseline trials (only AE), showed no main effect of Executed Action (p = 0.42) and a main effect of the Observed Action (F (1,20) = 7.78, p = 0.01; η²p = 0.28). Results reveal a reduction of 297 inhibition when observing the hand opening action (0.98 ± 0.10 SD) compared to the observation of 298 closing action (1.01 ± 0.10 SD). The interaction between the Executed Action and the Observed 299 Action (F (1, 20) = 6.07, p = 0.02; η²p = 0.23) was significant. Post-hoc analyses revealed a significant 300 (p = 0.04) reduction of inhibition during the execution of a closing action and observation of an with different starting posture, were employed to match the early frames of the other two stimuli. 313
Video clips had the same resolution (720x576 pixels), were displayed on the same screen as the 314 main TMS experiment (17"; 1024×768 pixels; refresh rate: 60 Hz) and at distance of 57 cm from 315 participants' frontal plane. All videos had a uniform gray background. 316 317
Procedures 318
In this study, we investigated the modulations of the CSP while participants observed 319 closing/opening hand actions or wrist flexion during the execution of hand opening or closing. The aim of this first control experiment is to demonstrate that a fundamental driver, into mismatch 321 detection, is the observation of actions recruiting the antagonist muscle. For this reason, we 322 compare motor inhibition in FDS during the observation of two different action goals that require 323 the same involvement of the muscle itself. Participants were asked to do the same task as in the 324 first TMS study (i.e. keeping a static hand opening or closing posture) meanwhile we recorded 325 FDS muscular activation. The procedure of the initial training phase was the same of the main 326 TMS study. Conditions were the same of the main TMS experiment, plus two with wrist flexion 327 video. Each one contained 22 trials, for a total of 132 trials, plus 32 baseline trials were added as 328 described in the first TMS experiment procedure. For each condition, TMS was delivered in 73% of 329 the trials to reduce predictability (6 trials for conditions without TMS). In TMS trials, a single-pulse 330 was released at 90% of the observed action in the video-clip, as explained in the main TMS 331 experiment procedure. Experimental and baseline trials were presented in a fully randomized 332 order. The total duration of the experiment, including training and TMS mapping procedure never 333 exceeded 60 min. The task was implemented in E-Prime Software (E-Prime 2.0, 334
Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). 335 336
TMS 337
TMS mapping procedure, motor threshold assessment and EMG recording were implemented as 338 in the main TMS experiment. EMG data were collected from 5 s before to 1.5 s after the TMS pulse. 339 340
Analyses 341
Trials with either no visible CSP and MEPs below 50 µV or with outlier (2 SD) pre-TMS EMG 342 activity (mean 1.6%, SD = 2.1) were discarded from the analysis. As in the main TMS experiment, separately within each subject and then averaged within each condition. Offline extraction of CSPs 346 duration was carried out with Signal 3.09 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, 347 UK). CSP data were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk Test p > 0.05). 348
Here we repeated several analyses run the main TMS study. First, we analyzed the amount of pre- 
Results 364
As in the main TMS study, the amount of pre-TMS EMG activity of the FDS muscle during the 365 execution of hand opening and closing, did not differ (p = 0.15). Also baseline trials (AE only) did 366 not differ (t (20) = 0.37; p = 0.71; closing action: 0.06 ± 0.24 SD; opening action: 0.02 ± 0.23 SD). Raw 367 measures of CSPs are shown in Table 2 . 368
The 2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA on Z-transformed CSP duration showed no main effect of 369 Figure 5B ). 385 clips were displayed on the same screen as the main TMS experiment (17"; 1024×768 pixels; refresh 393 rate: 60 Hz) and at a distance of 57 cm from participants' frontal plane. 394
Procedures 396
The aim of this second control experiment was to validate, on extensor muscles, the modulation of 397 CSP for the mismatch between ongoing executed and observed action. As in the main TMS study, 398 participants executed both hand opening and closing actions, while observing the two video clips 399 either showing a hand opening or closing action ( Figure 6A ). Otherwise, here we recorded CSP 400 from the EDC muscle. We kept the same design to avoid any bias towards one action goal 401 (opening or closing) but we analyze the data only pertaining to the opening AE. In fact, as 402 demonstrated in the EMG experiment, the EDC muscle would not provide a fair CSP comparison 403 across the two AE tasks. 404 405
TMS 406
TMS mapping procedure, motor threshold assessment, EMG recording were implemented as those 407 used in the main TMS experiment. Timing of the TMS pulse was the same as the main TMS 408 experiment. EMG data were collected from 5 s before to 1.5 s after the TMS pulse. 409 410
Analyses 411
We analyzed only trials with the execution of hand opening posture. Trials with either no visible 412 CSP and with outlier (2 SD) pre-TMS EMG activity (mean 2.2%, SD = 4.2) were discarded from the 413 analysis. CSPs were measured for each trial as the time between the offset of the MEPs and the 414 return of EMG activity, as in previous experiments. Baseline and action observation CSPs were normalized (z-scores) separately within each subject and then averaged within each condition. 416
Offline extraction of CSPs duration was carried out with Signal 3.09 software (Cambridge 417 Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Data were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk Test p>0.05), 418
we thus performed parametric statistics. We analyzed CSPs of the two experimental conditions 419 and baseline via Bonferroni-corrected paired samples two tailed t-test analyses. All parametric 420 analyses were run with STATISTICA 9 (StatSoft, Inc.) 421 422
Results 423
The paired-samples t-tests analysis showed that during observation of the closing action (-0.22 s ± 424 0.25) the CSP was significant shorter than the observation of the opening action (Opening: 0.02 s ± 425 0.18; t (11) = 2.83, p = 0.01) or baseline (baseline: 0.20 s ± 0.31; t (11) = 2.77, p = 0.01; Figure 6B ). No 426 significant difference was found between observing opening action and baseline (p=0.2). Raw 427 measures of CSPs are shown in Table 3 . Nevertheless, most research has investigated the neurophysiological mechanisms of AO and AE 446 by using a strict temporal separation between observer's and actor's role (Hadley et al., 2015) . 447
Conversely, here we considered participants as actors and observers at the same time, in fact they 448 produced a tonic motor descending drive, while observing others' actions. Corticospinal inhibition 449 decreased during mismatching executed and observed actions. In our main experiment, we show 450 reduction of corticospinal inhibition only for the execution of hand closing actions while observing 451 opening ones. The lack of symmetry (e.g. no effects for opening AE during closing AO) can be 452 explained if we consider the function of the muscle recorded here. Although equally recruited in 453 both actions (see first EMG study), the FDS muscle is instrumental in achieving hand closing but 454 has only a postural role in opening, which is instead realized by recruiting forearm extensors (e.g. 455
EDC). Corticospinal inhibition measured on EDC was reduced for opening AE during closing AO 456
(see second TMS control study), suggesting that these effects are not limited to flexor muscles. 457
More importantly, executing a closing action while observing a wrist flexion did not produce any 458 modulation of FDS corticospinal inhibition (see first TMS control study). Hand closing and wrist 459 flexion mismatch at the level of goals but share a central role for FDS recruitment. All these results 460 together demonstrate that AE-AO mismatch is computed at the level of muscle recruitment and muscles to a specific action seems to be the guiding principle in allowing modulation of 463 corticospinal inhibitory circuits for AE-AO mismatching conditions. 464 465
The role of corticospinal inhibition in AE 466
The CSP is measures supraspinal inhibitory activity in the motor system, at least in its late inhibition is instrumental in "competition resolution" by reducing noise to enhance signal 488 processing and, in turn, modulate the gain of a selected response. According to this view, a 489 response will fail to elicit movement until motor noise has been sufficiently suppressed 490 (Churchland, 2006) For instance, when we execute an action (e.g. hand closing) every other action produced by the 512 same effector should be suppressed (e.g. opening is suppressed to effectively execute a closing 513 action). However, in a mismatching AE-AO condition, the observed action (opening), by activating 514 the corresponding cortical representation in the observer (Fadiga et al., 1995) , contrasts with its 515 The signal was averaged (RMS) in time bins of 50 ms across the 300 ms before the TMS pulse. 846
Whiskers plots indicate the standard error of mean. No significant difference in pre-TMS EMG 847 activity was present between the two actions. 
